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His second statement was to define the Nationalist
attitude to the captured Red militiamen. "Except in the
heat of battle or in the capture by assault of a position,"
he said, "no men are shot down without being given a
hearing and a fair trial in strict accordance with the rule
of procedure of our military courts. I never bring any
pressure to bear on the officers who compose these courts
martial in one way or another. The trials are held in
public, and those only are condemned to death who have
personally taken part in murders and other crimes
punishable according to our military code by death, or
who by their position of authority are lesponsible for
having allowed such crimes to be committed. I have
taken thousands of prisoners, and to-day more than half
of them are at liberty "
General Queipo de Llano had already adopted his cus-
tom of making a nightly broadcast speech to the Spanish
people, and there is no doubt but that his cheerful
optimism, his bluff military manner, and his typical
Spanish humour—sometimes somewhat broad, but under-
stood by peasant and town worker alike—had an enormous
influence in these very early days of the movement. I
saw him that night making his speech, poking fun at the
Red leaders and ridiculing their statements. He sat on
the arm of his chair m his office, with his staff standing
near him, and spoke with only the aid of a few notes.
Occasionally he would stop for a moment and question
one of his officers for the confirmation of a figure or a
name, and there was no doubt that he had adopted quite
unconsciously the best broadcasting technique
I was given confidentially figures as to the stiength
of the African expeditionary force which was already
moving northwards on the long road to Madrid, its
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